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NOTICE OF CHANGES TO THE SYSTEM 
Tim Salo installed a modification to ACCFAM which causes an ACCOUNT file message, 
*ABUN, user number, DELAY.*, if lowrate is active and LOWRATE is enabled. 
Brian Hanson discovered what caused the CYBER loader to mode-out when called from 
PASCAL and to time-limit when called from MNF. The CYBER loader expects XO to 
contain ECS field length when called. Unfortunately, our CPUMTR in LOD and LDU 
wasn't observing this convention. Brian corrected this problem. Brian also 
repaired a long standing bug in LitiK which caused LINK to output a map header 
despite a previous MAP(OFF) command. The problem was caused when the CYBER 
loader routine, LDRCNTL, began processing MAP commands. Routine LDRCNTL set a 
bit in what LINK thought was the MAP option area in core. 
Jeff Drummond repaired a bug in DFTERM so that when a terminated dayfile (ACCOUNT 
or SYSTEM) is permitted to an alternate user number, the user number is not 
cleared from the FET causing subsequent SAVES to be done under that user number. 
Bob Williams installed the TELEX command WRITEUP. This will eliminate the need 
to prefix all WRITEUP commands from TELEX with a *X,*. 
Bob Zalusky installed the follmving changes: 
1) Program ISF now produces a fast attach file called NOTICE. This file will be 
used by the NOTICE/NOTIFY utility. 
2) Program SEND was modified to validate the user index on a SEND command 
as a user index which Access Word has XMIT permission. 
3) Bob installed John Larsen's proposed change to the call procedure file search 
order (see DSN 2,13p5). 
4) Program DAYFILE was changed toaccommodate several new parameters as the 
third parameter (or fourth parameter) of the DAYFILE command. These 
parameters were installed because they were previously available on MERITSS. 
They include T=HHMMSS, TI=HHMMSS and TF=HHMMSS. These options give the 
user the ability to list sections of the job dayfile. The parameter TI 
means time initial, TF means time final and the parameter T is time initial when 
no TF is specified. 
5) Bob installed all of T. W. Lanzatella's proposed Machine Identification feature 
except for placing the MID into file system sectors (see DSN 2,13p4). This 
part of the feature will be difficult to install. 
N. L. Reddy repaired a long standing bug in lBA which was responsible for several 
crashes. Under certain circumstances, lBA returned from a disk operation and 
neglected to PAUSE, causing a descrepancy between what lBA thought was BATCHIO's 
RA and FL and the actual RA and FL for BATCHIO. Reddy found this problem after 
discovering a banner page in MAGNET's field length. Reddy also installed a portion 
of some CDC code which enables TELEX to talk to two copies of lTD. Additionally, 
Reddy installed a portion of the LOW RATE featurain QREC and QFSP. 
Bill Elliott installed a new version of COMSEXF with improved documentation. Bill 
added the REMOVE directive to EXPLIB. This option helps Operations personnel 
handle permanently removed tapes. Bill also added a new UFM function (functionS) 
which initiates a reel aacess check by RESEX on subsequent reels of a multi-file. 
Jim Mundstock changed CALLPRG to search for files first on the normal pack 
base, then on STF or SP. This is necessary in order for CALLPRG to run on 
both MERITSS and MIRJE. Jim also fixed WRITEUP to strip carriage control 
characters from a file bound for a time-sharing terminal. 
PROPOSED CHANGES TO THE OPERATING SYSTEM 
Marisa Riviere'has found a useful and time saving need for a NR (no rewind on 
binary file) parameter on SYSEDIT. 
l////1///1 
PASSWOR CONTROL CARD - by J. Larsen 
I propose that a new form of the PASSWOR command be: 
PASSWOR,,NEWPW/UN=Usernum. 
I suggest this form because of the possibility of password hashing and because 
of the new accounting procedures on the 6400. Only a master user will be 
validated to use this form of the command. This form of the command will allow 
the help-line-consultant or some other master user to change a password without 
bothering the operators who already have too much to do. The latter is true 
on the ~400, also an operator is not always available. 
///ll////1 
MODVAL ENHANCEMENT - by B. Zalusky 
I propose that MODVAL be changed to accept passwords with embedded asterisks 
Presently, users can set passwords with embedded asterisksbut when UCC systems 
staff have to recreate VALIDUZ by first going to source (a frequent occurance), 
MODVAL always blows up on asterisk passwords. 
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ll/1/ll/1/ 
INPUT JOB CONTROL- by B. Zalusky 
I propose that we install a new DSD command (to be ENABLED or DISABLED) which 
would allow the operators to keep jobs from entering the INPUT queue. Using 
this command at end-of-operations would allow SUPIO, EXPORT and BATCHIO to 
finish printing yet accept no more input. This is especially useful for 
SUPIO terminals over which we have no control. I suggest the DSD command 
(ENABLE/DISABLE) READ. 
11/1111111 
CALLPRG File Usage Statistics - by T. W. Lanzatella 
The present method for gathering CALLPRG file usage statistics is based on the 
ZLCP account file message. Program CALLPRG issues the ZLCP message whenever 
a CALLPRG type file is accessed by a user program. Each instance of the ZLCP 
message in the account dayfile counts as one use of the program named following 
the message prefix. This method is inaccurate because once a program has been 
accessed through CALLPRG, the program file is local to the job and hence repeated 
calls within a single job are not counted when the account dayfile is processed. 
This problem is aggravated by timesharing use of CALLPRG programs. 
I propose that LINK be modified in the following manner. Program LINK is presently 
gathering object time library subroutine usage statistics by searching a table 
of library subroutine names on a permanent file defined on UN=LIBRARY. When 
LINK loads a routine which is also among the table entries, a counter corresponding 
to the entry is updated and the file is rewritten. Without adding a single word 
to its length, LINK can be modified to gather CALLPRG file usage statistics in 
the same manner now employed for library routine usage statistics. This 
advantage stems from the fact that the CALLPRG file usage gathering code will 
be installed in one of the LINK I/O buffers. The overhead invplved with gathering 
CALLPRG file usage data will never amount to any more than is currently used 
to gather object time usage data and will generally be less since we have fewer 
CALLPRG files than library subroutines. The change will involve a second permanent 
file which will contain a table of CALLPRG file names. 
1/1111/111 
What's in a Name? - by R. A. Williams 
The consolidation of the Cyber 74 and 6400 Operating Systems has given rise to 
another small problem, namely the heading to be printed by TELEX on login. 
Currently, MERITSS follows standard CDC procedure, using the system title line 
as the TELEX heading and this title line reads "MECC/MERITSS". MIRJE has its 
name assembled into lTA and prints the system version comment following it. 
Thus on system time, the title "MIRJE SYSTEM TIHE ONLY." There is no way, with the 
current Cyber lTA, for the name "MECC/MERITSS" to be issued. We have a number 
of options available: 
1) Both systems can run with a common name followed by the version from the 
CMRDECK (two words of text which would not have to be the same on each 
machine). 
2) The machine ID could be used to determine which name should be issued (MIRJE 
or MECC/MERITSS) followed by the version. 
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3) The standard CDC method of using system name and version from the CMRDECK as 
the TELEX heading (this allows six words of text to be issued - four for the 
name and two for version) may be used. 
4) A new low core area of, say, four words could be set up as the TELEX heading 
and would be set from a CMRDECK entry like TXNAME=XXXX. 
There are clearly other suggestions (e.g. don't put out any name, let the 
operators choose a meaningful and appropriate name each day) but these are 
the most likely to be approved. I like (3) for many reasons: 
a) It is standard and thus requires little (in fact no) additional code. 
b) It is logical. Why should each means of entering the same system go by 
a different alias? If we set up a TELEX name, why not a SUPIO name and 
an EXPORT name in the CMRDECK? (Because it wastes core and is 
inconsistent). 
I would like any suggestions you may have on this issue. It is not 
exactly of critical importance (as long as the system works, the user 
doesn't care what it calls itself) but should be resolved. 
SYSTEM MAINTENANCE: People and Procedures 
LAST WEEKt'SSYSTEMS GROUP MEETING - by T. W. Lanzatella 
1) Everyone, particularly staff members who deadstart the machine, should be 
aware of the new disk configuration. Drive 7A is now the drive used for 
DNlO, the system time permanent file device. 
2) Bill Sackett and Marisa Riviere announced their new version of ALGOL, Version 
3. This version nowaccommodatestime-sharing usage. 
' 3) Bill Sackett reported on the first MIRJE/MERITSS test period (see DSN 2,14p6). 
4) N. L. Reddy reported on his trip to VIM 24.5. He has a set of hand 
written ~otes if you are interested. 
5) L. A. Liddiard announced that User Services has (again) erupted with extreme 
displeasure over the Systems Group practice of changing the system, allegedly 
without first testing, debugging, documenting or announcing the changes. The 
entire matter has been relegated to the Systems Strategy Committee. Policy 
statements are to be prepared by both sides and (hopefully) we will arrive at 
some unified stance. 
6) The following proposals were discussed and approved, disapproved or deferred 
to the System Strategy Committee. 
a) Kevin Matthew's unproposed KCL function LIT was approved. 
b) WRITEUP will be changed to remove carriage control characters from 
listings bound for a time-sharing terminal. 
c) We all agreed that UNLOCKed status ought to be required for BLITZ, 
CHECKPOINT SYSTEM and ON or OFF for mass storage equipments. 
d) Changes to DATE and TIME will be logged in the ERROR LOG. 
-'·-
- e) The proposed change to the ENQUIRE,JN command was deferred to the System 
Strategy Committee. 
f) We decided not to eliminate normal completion messages from the system 
dayfile for a large class of CPU utilities. This proposal was defeated 
because Operations Personnel frequently use these messages in order to 
track down thecourse of a job. 
g) K. C. Matthews track limit processing proposal was approved. 
h) John Larsen's NODROP proposal (from DSN2,13p4) was deferred to the Systems 
Strategy Committee because of the potentially far reaching documentation 
changes which might be imposed. 
(the Systems Strategy Committee has approved the NODROP installation 
pending a statement from User Service that the required documentation 
changes are acceptable - ed) 
i) T. W. Lanzatella's Machine Identification proposal (from DSN 2,13p4) 
was approved. 
j) John Larsen's proposed change to the procedure file search order 
(DSN 2,13p5) was approved. 
k) Tim Salo's PERMANENT FILE PROTECTION proposal was accepted. 
1) Bob Zalusky's proposal to allow jobs with CJOJ to RFL above service 
limits was defeated. 
11/////1// 
CALLPRG - LIBRARY TAPE CHANGES - by M. Riviere 
On July 28 TSF was added to the Library Tape. TSF is the time-sharing version 
of MNF that will be used for the 6400 Cyber 74 merged System. 
On July 31, B. Sackett installed a version of APLCYB as a CALLPRG package. 
Bill changed the entry point APL to APLCYB. The entry point APL will be reserved 
for TELEX to access APLUM on the merged system. Also on July 31, I replaced the 
current ALGOL with a version equivalent to FUTURE,ALGOL, with modifications 
added by Bill Sackett to allow the compiler to be used optionally as a time-
sharing or a batch compiler. There is no PAST, ALGOL available for the time 
being. The current ALGOL (ALGOL 3) will become PAST if we install ALGOL 4 in 
the future. 
On August 14, J. Mundstock will be changing FT3LIB on the Library Tape . James 
is adding a new routine, ABORT toabort messages and changing OUTPUT$ to output 
a X for illegal double precision numbers. 
1/////11/f 
RUN COMPILER FOR CYBER - 6400 MERGED SYSTEM - by M. Riviere 
The versions of the RUN compiler used on the Cyber and on the 6400 are not similar. 
The 6400 RUN is far more updated than the Cyber version. It can be linked with 
COMPASS 4 and does not need a library called RUN2P3 in the System. (RUN2P3 is an 
empty library). I think that this should be the version used by both machines. 
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However, I understand that there is a sort of a standing commitment toward the 
Cyber RUN users to providing them with an unsupported but never changed version 
of RUN. RUN has not been changed on the Cyber in the last 2 years. Do we take 
the option of changing RUN once or do we leave two different compilers with 
the same name, one in each machine? The differences between the two versions of 
RUN can affect users that work with RUN - COMPASS interface. If we leave things 
as they are now these users will get different versions of the COMPASS assembler 
and text when using different computers. The change on RUN, if done, does not 
necessarily have to take place on the merging date. It can be scheduled for 
later and be properly announced. 
' 
